FIRST OVER EVEREST
perspective to those who venture into the open sky, the irrita-
tion of petty landing-regulations being heightened by the
contrast.
Heavy travel books, for instance, a necessary part of air
equipment, are often an innocent source of persistent worry.
In most countries on landing, these books are instantly arrested
and removed by the guard, and only returned just before
departure; this means mat the early morning start so dear to
the heart of most pilots has often to be sacrificed because the
local authorities are still in bed.
The quickest landing, refuelling and "get-away" accom-
plished by the flyers actually occurred at Gabes in Tripoli,
where a record of just under an hour was created but never
broken. Generally an allowance had to be made for losing
nearly three hours of valuable daylight. The constant examina-
tions of passports, travel books and carnets, can develop into
the travesty of some lower form examination in a most private
and official school. On one occasion, the perfect blackboard
schoolmaster appeared on the scene in the shape of a Persian
doctor, who, after asking enough painstaking questions to fill
a copy-book, insisted on searching the aeroplanes to make an
exact tally of the stowaway rats they might be carrying.
In Italy, which the six flyers reached after a rough and windy
passage over the maritime Alps, the difficulties of the party
were increased by the fact that none of them knew the language.
French may go down quite well, sphagetti, tactfully used, even
better, but a working knowledge of Italian would on several
occasions have naturally eased the situation, especially where
landing in remote places is concerned. To simplify control,
Shepherd was appointed Chancellor of the Exchequer and
Chief Major-domo, a post in which he earned far more gratitude
than is given to most Cabinet Ministers. Clydesdale's faith in
loud, clear English, repeated over and over again, was fre-
quently justified by results. As a last resort the flyers had
sometimes to depend upon the histrionic ability of Mclntyre.
One cold night on the way to Rome, spent in pushing a
114.

